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Outline

➢ Introduction
➢ Spinor representation
➢ Simple examples (Yukawa and QED)
➢ 3-particle kinematics
➢ BCFW recursion
➢ Proof of Parke-Taylor (very schematic)
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Motivation

For

Using
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The Parke-Taylor formula

The Maximal Helicity Violation (MHV) amplitude for cyclically ordered n-gluon is :
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Everything in terms of spinors

Recall for Dirac spinors

with solutions

when

with
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Useful bra-ket relations

Both are anti-symmetric

For real momenta

as well as
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Vectors in bi-spinor representation

For                                                                                       the momentum bispinor is

                                                                                                ,        where

                                                        where

Again, when 

Using the completeness equation:
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Feynman rules

Focusing on outgoing massless (anti-)fermions:

Mnemonic: square brackets for + and angle brackets for - 
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Example: Yukawa theory

Recall the Lagrangian

When calculation a generic amplitude

remark it survives only when helicities coincide 
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Yukawa 4-fermion amplitude

The s-channel in terms of uv-products

In spin-brackets

But using

We get analogously
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The φφff-vertex

Remark only non-vanishing for “crossed” terms

hence 
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Example: QED (external fermions)

For the scattering 

where we used the Fierz identity (attention for signature convention)
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Polarization of massless vectors

Photon polarizations can be proven to be given by (most general form)

when changing reference momentum

hence conserves ward identities and it reflects gauge invariance*.

The polarization bi-spinor is a product of angle and square brackets:
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QED 3-vertex

Let’s compute                                for  

Using the conservation of momentum

Hence

depend only on angle brackets!!! (not coincidence)
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Little group transformations

In bi-spinor representation, leaves a momentum fixed but

➔ Scalar: does not change
➔ Angle and Square spinor scale as (w.r.t. helicity)

➔ Polarization vectors scale as (w.r.t. helicity)

Therefore, an amplitude
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3-particle kinematics

For momentum conservation                                   thus

so either                         must vanish. Also from momentum conservation

then

and analogously interchanging angle and square brackets, or permuting indices.

Since bi-spinors are 2-component vectors,
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3-gluon amplitude

Suppose the amplitude depends on brackets only, i.e. with Ansatz

hence

Therefore

For instance,

fixed by dimensional analysis: [An] = 4-n (hence cannot be square brackets).

How about if we flip helicities?
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n-gluon amplitude

Schematically

Maximally Helicity Violation (MHV) amplitude is the first non-vanishing:
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BCFW recursion for n-gluons

Britto-Cachazo-Feng-Witten (2005) proved the recursion
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Complexified n-gluon amplitude

By introducing a shift by complex z, e.g.

It can be shown (generally)

and in particular (internal momentum must be complex)
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Complexified n-gluon amplitude
Since one-minus amplitudes vanish except for 3-amplitudes:

But

Since                      from on-shell condition
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Final step by induction
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By induction:

using
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THANK YOU!
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Bonus: there is a “magic” recursion

For cyclic-ordered n-gluon MHV amplitude, e.g.
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